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ABSTRACr:

The CR-(xm-45)/U crystal units are to be similar to

standard CR-42A/U units except that the new units muzt with-

stand such more severe vibration and must also hold much

tighter frequency stability over the +70"C to +480'C operating

temperature range (OTR.) This report presents evaluation data

from the second group of experimental units prepared for this

project.

The units of this second group did not meet the specified

capacitance requirements and they did not hold the required

frequency stability over the OTR. Despite these deficiencies,

they gave indications that the new experimental design -- which

uses special, double-rotated X cut resonators mounted in Bliley's

ceramic-frame holders -- can be refined to meet the CR-(XK-45)/U

requirements, provided an increase of 3.5 uuf is made in the

specified capacitance values.

Attention is now concentrated on improving the temperature

characteristics of the new resonators. Increases in the second

rotation angle have made no significant changes in peaking

points but there are indications that improved drift over the

OTR can be obtained by proper placement of the support wires

on the crystals. Investigations into this, as well as into

the effects of various combinations of plate dimensions have

already been started.
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PURPOSE:

The purpose of this project is to accomplish the objec-
tives of Signl C Industrial .Peptredness Procuement

Requirements No. 15, (SCIPPR # 15), as they relate to ruUed-

ized low frequency quartz crystal units type CR-(XN-45)/U.

The purpose of this report is to record the progress

which has been made during the third quarterly interval of

the project. This includes the time from December 1, 1962

through February 28, 1963.
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NARRATIVE AND DATA:

The CR-(XH-45)/U crystal units with which this project is

concerned are in the 90 kc to 200 kc frequency range. They

use HC-13/U holders, operate over the +70"C to +80"C temper-

ature range, and are similar to standard CR-42A/U units with

only two major exceptions:

1. The CR-(XK-45)IU units must withstand up to
2000 cps vibration at 15g acceleration, while
the standard CR-42A/U units are required to
withstand only up to 55 pcs at the low
acceleration produced by 0.015" amplitude
excursion.

2. The CR-(XM-45)/U units are required to hold
frequency stability of at least I part in 101
per degree over the +70"C to +80"C operating.
temperature range, while the standard CR-42A/U'
are required to hold only ±0.002% stability
over this same range.

These new requirements are so far beyond those of the

standard units that neither the crystal mounting arrangement

nor the conventional +5"X-cut resonators of the standard

CR-42A/U's could be adapted for use in the new units. There-

fore, despite their apparent similarity to the CR-42A/U units,

the new CR-(XK-45)/U units must be distinctly different in

internal design and construction.

The two basic areas in which new developments are required

are, of course, the mounting arrangement and the crystal

resonators. Not only must each of these be capable of meeting

the stringent new demands but also, in combination, they have

to achieve the same performance capabilities which were set

up to govern the standard, non-ruggedised units. In short,
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the new CR-(XH-45)/U units are required to do everything the

standard units do plus also providing greatly-improved ability

to withstand severe vibrational disturbances and providing

better temperature-frequency stability.

It was known that a mounting arrangement which could

serve the new units would have to provide symmetry and freedom

from structural resonances during vibration and it was decided

to adapt Bliley's unique ceramic-frame mounting arrangement

to the CR-(X-A45)/U units. This mounting system utilizes a

rigid, rectangular ceramic frame, which completely encircles

the edges of the crystal resonator, as the main support struc-
ture. " 4arp" support wires extend completely across the open

faces of the frame, parallel to the major face surfaces of the

resonator, and are attached at both ends to the encircling

frame. The resonator is supported in the conventional manner

by headed wires which are soldered to fired silver spots on

the quartz. These headed wires then cross the 'harp" wires

at right angles, and are attached by solder balls which also

serve as terminations to control the crystal wires at the

proper resonant lengths.

Previous reports in this series have traced the initial

adaptation of this ceramic-frame mounting arrangement to the

CR-(XK-45)/U units. The ceramic-frame arrangement was orig-

inally devised and developed for higher frequency units which

use square, CT- and DT-cut resonators and adaptation to the

lower frequency CR-(XM-45)/U units involved changes to
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accommodate the long, rectangular resonators which must be

used. Provisions also had to be made for the two sets of headed

wires which are used to mount the longer, heavier resonators

since the original design had provisions for only a single

set of centrally-located wires.

In addition to the general adaptation of the mounting to

this new use, there are several details which must be worked

for each individual frequency. These details, which have

considerable influence on the performance of the finished

unit, cannot be worked out until the exact resonator which

is to be used for each frequency is known. These details

include the following:

1. The optimu diameter for the headed wires which
support the crystal.

2. The proper amount of solder with which the headed
wires w11 be attached to the fired-silver spots
on the quarts.

3. The most satisfactory length for the support
wires.

4. The size of the "solder ball" termination which
controls the length of the support wires.

5. The diameter of the "harp" wires.

6. The size and positioning of the fired-silver
spots.

The details of the mounting camnot, obviously, be worked

out until after the selection of crystal resonators has been

made. For this reason all experimental. units are inevitably

handicapped in performance, both in vibt-ation as well as drift

stability, and only the final, developmental models can hope

to achieve optnima performance. In additimn, once the initial
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adaptation of the mounting arrangement was done, attention had

to be turned to the search for suitable crystal resonators.

The search for crystal resonators which could serve the

CR-(XK-45)/U has also been traced In the earlier reports in

this series. After it had been confirmed that +5"X crystals,

such as are used on standard CR-42A/U's, cannot be made to

peak closely enough to the +75C reference temperature to

meet the CR- (Df-45)/U requirement, attention as turned to

investigation of possible alternate crystals: wide-plate HT

cuts, a variety of single-rotation X cuts, and several combi-

nations of double-rotation NT cuts.

No promising resonator-type was found, since almost all

of the experimental resonators had both too-high capacity and

too-low activity. For a time it was believed that significant

increases would have to be made in the CR-(XQ-45)/U capacitance

and resistance limits if the drift stability was to be met.

Finally, at the suggestion of Mr. R. A. Sykes of Bell Telephone

Laboratories, investigation was made of double-rotated X-cut

resonators which use orientation and dimensions similar to

wide-plate WT crystals, but which use full electrode areas to

excite length-extension modes (similar to +3*X crystals) rather

than the divided electrodes which excite length-width modes on

conventional NT resonators.

These experimental X-cut resonators provided good activity

with reasonable capacitance levels; they ware our first indi-

cation that the CR-(XI-45)/U requirements might be accomplished.
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A group of engineering sample units was made, with the Intent

of locating basic information from which derivation of designs

using the new resonators could begin. Since these units were

a pioneering effort they were not, of course, fully refined

and therefore they were not expected to meet the CR-(XN-45)/U

requirements.

Process Information Sheets (PISN) which listed the details

of the designs used on the second-group experinental units

were presented in the Second Report of this series. Evaluation

data for the units which used these designs are presented

in this report, starting on pae 14. These data, together

with the known deficiencies of the second-group units, have

lead to certain conclusions concerning the CR-(XM-45)/U require-

ments and have also lead to the location of certain problem

areas in which extensive development work is still necessary.

First, the capacitance values of all the second-group

units are too high, in terms of the original requirements

(which demand that the new, ruggedised units meet the same

stringent capacity levels as the standard, non-ruggedimed units.)

A major portion of the higher capacitance in these units comes

from the ceramic-frame holders, which have at least double

the capacity of the standard holder arrangements. (Attempts

to reduce the capacity values of the ceramic-frame holders

have not been successful.) In addition to the holder capacitance,

however, some further allowance must be mad. so that the

experimental X-cut crystals can be made to achieve optimum

activity.
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Review of the second-group experimental units lead to the

conclusion that while the regular CR-42A/U capacitance-formula

requirement could not be applied directly to the CR-(Xm-45)/U

units, it could be adapted to them simply by increasing the

constant factor on the formula from the 1.2 value used for

the standard units to 4.7, an increase of only 3.5 uuf. It is

believed that relaxation of the original capacitance formula-

requirement is necessary if the ruggedized units are to be

practical. The following tabulation shows our proposed changes:

ORIGINAL CAPACITANCE FOBMULA

ft neX (kc) Cagpaitance (2f)

90 to 170 kc 4 + 1.2, *15%

170 to 200 kc 2 + 1.2, ±l5%

PROPOSED CAPACITANCE FORMULA

Frequency Lke) Capacitance (•Q)

90 to 170 kc 4 0 + 4.7, ±15%

170 to 200 ke 322 + 4.7, t15%

This proposed change is being processed by means of a

Technical Action Request. As far as can be determined at this

time, it is the only change in the original requirements which

will be necessary, making a slight increase in capacitance the

only performance penalty imposed by the ruggedization.

Review of the data on the second-group experimental units

also shows that the activity levels of most of these units were
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uniformly high -- well within the requiremernts -- and that

only those units in the 120 kc group exceeded the 4500 ohm

maxim=u resistance value. The poor activity of the units in

the 120 kc group has been traced directly to the length-width

ratio which resulted from the plate dimensions which were

chosen for these resonators. It is believed that a slight

change in the dimensions of the quartz plate, slightly in-

creasing the ratio value, will eliminate this problem.

(Experimental units which will check out this belief are now

nearly ready for evaluation.)

The following tabulation sumuarizes the length-width

dimensions and the ratio values for the second-group units:

ORIGINAL LEW;T-WIDTH RATIOS

(experimental double-rotated X-cut reesonators)

freauencv width MenSth ratio

90 ke 0.244" 1.2600" 5A16

120 kc 0.244" 1.2600" 3.86

150 ke 0.244" 0.9430" 3.08

170 kc 0.244" 0.7540" 2.73

200 kc 0.244" 0.5655" 2.32

REVISED LENGTH-WIDTH RATIOS

(only the 120 kc dimensions were changed)

frequency width lenath ratio

120 kc 0.200" 0.9525" 4.76

In addition to the other deficiencies, none of the second

group units met the stability requirements over the +70"C to
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+80*C operating temperature range. This was to be expected,

of course, since none of the resonators in these units had

proper orientation (there were no guides for selection of

orientation) and none of the plates was properly mounted

for optiuma performance. (The lack of proper mounting details

also resulted in less uniformity than would ordinarily be

expected.)

It was decided to start the investigations of Improving

the +700C to +800C drift performances of our experimental

X-cut crystals by shifting orientations: specifically, by

changing the second rotation angle slightly. The following

tabulation lists the orientations which were used on the

second-group crystals:

ORIENTATION
(second-group experimental units)

fresuency (kc) rotation s,3bnbol orisap.io

90 -YTWL +8' 1 30' ±58 ± 30' 0' ± 30'

120 XT1WL +8" ± 30' ±58" 1 30' 0 ± 30'

150 XTWL +8- 1 30' ±58" ± 30' 0"' ± 30'

170 XYTWL +8" ± 30' ±57s 1 30' 0 ± 30'

200 XYTNL +8* ± 30' ±56" ± 30' 0* ± 30'

The +70"C to +75*C and the +75*C to +80"C drift performances

of the second-group experimental units is shown by the data

summary sheets which start on page 14. The majority of the

units (except those at 200 kc) have steadily negative drift

over both portions of the temperature range, Indicating that
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the resonators peaked too far below the +75*C reference temper-

ature. It was concluded that the second-rotation orientation

angle of the resonators must be increased in an attmpt to

obtain higher peaking points, but it was expected that sig-

nificant increases in this angle could lead to lower activity

so that mnits would have excessive resistance levels.

Experimental units were prepared with resonators on which

the second-rotation angle had been increased to 60'. There

were no significant changes in either drift or activity, so

further shifts were nace, to 62* and then to 64'. There were

some increases in the resistance values of these increased-

angle resonators, indicating that activity did decrease as

the rotation increased. However, even the *8*, * 64" double-

rotation resonators were able to meet the CR- (X*-45)/U

resistance requirements when full use was made of the higher

capacitance values permitted by the revised formula.

No detailed unvestigation was made of t'hese increased-

angle resonators after it became apparent that drift performance

could not be significantly charged by shifts it the orientation.

Instead, attention was tturned to investigation of the results

obtainable by various combinat4 .ons of mounting arrangement

details. Evaluaton was made of such thingo as variations in

the size and placement of the fired-silver spots on the

resonator plates, various .:vzes an-d lenaths of headed wires,

variations in the amoumt of solder with which the headed wires

are attached to the fired-silver spots, and variations in the

plate dimensions of the resonators themselves.
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Of these, only the changes in the positioning of the

support wire attachment seem to hold any great promise of

Improving drift performance, although the investigation of

changes in plate dimensions has not yet been completed. (It

should be noted that the reason for the positive-drift perform-

ance of the 200 kc units of the second experimental group was

that the resonators were noumted on a single set of headed

wires, while all the other units were mounted on double sets;

use of a centrally-posi".ioned mounting point results in a

peaking temperature netr +900C in contrast to the below 70C

peaking points of the dual-support crystals.)

The other factors in the mounting do, of course, affect

the drift patterns of the finished units. However, they

primarily contribute to uniformity and to other performance

traits rather than to the drift over such a short temperature

range. Ira particular, proper mounting is necessary to obtain

optiua•w performance in the severe vibration tests. It may

be difficult to combime the particular mounting arrangement

which is desirable for optinmum drift performance with the

arrangement vhich is desirable for optimum vibration perform-

ance. For this reasn, investigation of other possible methods

of obtaining better frequency stability over the +70"C to

+80%C temperature range will be continued even while the new

positions for the support wires are being worked out.
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CR- (XO(-45) /u

90 kc

EVALUATION OF SECOND ENGINEERING TEST SAMPIBS
IN TERM OF THE CR-(XM-45)/U SPECIFICATION

Specified tolerances for 90 kc units:

1. Calibration: t 1.8 cps of nominal at +75°C
2. Resistance: 4,500 ohms maximum with 32 uuf load
3. Capacitance: 7.1 uuf maximm

+70*C to +75*C: * 5 ppm
4. Drift: +750C to +80"C: * 5 ppm

Shock: frequency change: t 5
. Vibration: resistance change: t 151maximm

Ieasurements made on second-group 90 kc sample units:

Unit Freq. Resist. Shunt Drift
.9 (+75e. 1 a ) +700C ;o +75 C +7V5C to +80C

# 6 89.9995 ke 3,100 10.49 uuf -7.7 ppm -8.8 ppm

# 7 89.9988 kc 2,700 10.40 uuf -8.8 ppm -8.8 ppm

# 8 89.9989 kc 2,800 10.20 uuf -10.0 ppm -8.8 ppm

# 9 89.9992 kc 2,800 10.41 uuf -11.1 ppm -8.8 ppm

#10 89.9994 kc 2,800 10.22 uuf -10.0 ppm -10.0 ppm

Shock and vibration performances of second-group 90 kc sample units:

Unit Shock Vibration
Jg_ fre. charte rioist.ncag lea- chanze reinlst.mchan

# 6 -1.1 ppm -0.6% +2.2 ppm 40.4%

# 7 0 0 +3.3 ppm 0

# 8 -1.1 ppm -2.1% +1.1 ppm 0

# 9 -1.1 ppm 0 +2.2 ppm 0

#10 0 0 +1.1 ppm 0
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CR-(XK-45)/U

120 kc

IVAJ•.UWI1 0( SKC•UD 1E -ING TZUT SAMPLES
IN TENS Or THE CR-(M-45)/U SP=CFIVCATIO

Specified tolerances for 120 ke units:

1. CaUbration: * 2.4 cps of nominal at +75"C.
2. Resistance: 4,500 arms mazimm with 32 uuf load
3. Capacitance: 5.7 uuf muztini

4 .. Dri +700C to +73"C: * 5 ppm
4. D t +73*C to +80*C: * 3 ppm

Shock: frequency change: * 5 p axmmm
. Vibration: resistance change: * 15a azmm

easurements made on second-group 120 kc sample units:
Unit Fe. Resist. shunt Drifto 0e (Ohms) Cist. +70*C to +73C +72(:C to +± C

# 6 120.0022 Ice 4,700 8.49 uuf -5.0 ppm -7.5 ppm

# 7 120.0005 ik 6,000 8.58 muE -6.6 ppm -10.8 ppm

# 8 120.0016 kce 6,600 8.48 uuf -10.0 ppm -18.3 ppm

# 9 120.0003 kc 6,200 8.52 uuf -8.3 ppm -2A.1 ppm

#10 120.0059 kc 7,700 8.44 adf -17.53ppn -14.1 ppm

Shock and vibration perfozmances of second-group 120 kc smple units:

unlt Shock Vibration-D.. rslt,hm Se &emalt, chanae

# 6 +1.6 ppm 0 -2.5 ppm -1.31

# 7 +2.5 ppm 0 +5.0 ppm -3.21

#8 0 0 +3.3 ppm 0

# 9 +1.6 ppm 0 44.1 ppm 0

#10 44.1 ppm 0 -5.0 ppm -2.27
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CR-(XK-45)/U

150 kc

EVAUATON OF SECOND ENGINEERING TEST SAMPEMS
iN TzES OF THE CR-6(-45)/U siCzIFCATIo

Specified tolerances for 150 kc units:

1. Calibration: 1 3.0 cps of nominal at +753C
2. Resistance: 4,500 ohms maximum with 32 uuf load
3. Capacitance: 4.8 uuf max:ium
4. Drift: +70C to +75"C: * 5 ppm

+750C to +800 C: ± 5 ppm
5. Shock: frequency chase: * 5 ppm maximum

Vibration: resistance change: t 15% mazdmus

Neasurements made on second-group 150 kc sample units:

Unit Fre0. Resist. Shunt Drift
nW (oMM) Capac. +700 C to +75*C +75 C to +80%C

# 6 150.0022 ke 6,100 7.23 uuf -6.6 ppm -9.3 ppm

# 7 150.0006 ke 4,000 7.11 uuf +1.3 ppm -0.6 ppm

# 8 150.0017 ke 3,300 7.10 Uuz +1.3 ppm -2.0 ppm

# 9 150.0024 kcc 3,200 7.10 uuf +1.3 ppm -1.3 ppm

#10 150.0008 ke 5,200 7.12 auf -7.3 ppm -12.0 ppm

Shock and vibration performances of second-group 150 kc sample units:

Unit Shock Vibration
o. re•. - hb~e resist. change, ,frea. shmie ,resist....c.hame

# 6 -0.6 ppm 0 +1.3 ppm 0

# 7 0 0 -3.3 ppm 0

# 8 0 0 -0.1 ppm 0

#9 0 0 4 0.1 pm 0

#10 -2.6 ppm -0.8% -0.1 ppm 0
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cR- (X•-45) /U

170 ke

E9VAJZATON 0f SRCO=D ~IEM E3 TEST SAhMHZS
UN tWNS O THE cR-CM-45)IU SrCI•CArIOu

Specified tolerances for 170 ke units:

1. Calibration: t3.4 cps of nominal at +75"C
2. Resistance: 5,000 ohm maximum with 32 uuf load
3. Capacitance: 3.5 uuf maximum
4. Drift: +700C to +750C: t 5 ppm

+750C to +800C: - 5 ppm
Shock: frequency change: 0 5 maximu5. Vibration: resistance change: 15. mximu

Measurements made on second-group 170 kc sample units:

Unit Freo. Resist. Shunt Drift
n 075j a (ohms) •toae. +70" to +750C +75"C to +10"0

# 6 170.0028 kc 3,750 6.98 uuf -1.2 ppm -3.5 ppm

# 7 170.0037 kc 3,800 6.69 uuf -7.0 ppm -10.5 pp.

# 8 169.9991 ke 3,400 6.58 uuf -1.2 ppm -2.9 ppm

# 9 169.9989 kc 3,500 6.71 uuf -4.7 ppm -6.4 ppm

#10 170.0021 kc 3,800 6.80 uuf -0.5 ppm -4.1 ppm

Shock and vibration performances of second-group 170 ke sample units:

Unit Shock Vibration
No . ch e resilt, chanse frog. ua-u re1sst. Gbne

# 6 40.6 ppm 0 4 4.7 ppm 0

# 7 44.7 ppm -0.87 +3.1 ppm -2.07

# 8 44.7 ppm -1.1% +1.7 ppm -1.4%

# 9 +3.S ppm 0 +3.8 ppm -1.3%

#10 +2.9 ppm 0 +2.4 ppm 0
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CR-(XH-45)/U

200 kc

EVALUATIOI OF SECOND MC1ZMERIN TEST SAMPLES
IN TEDIS OF THI CR- (M-45)/u SPECIFICATION

Specified tolerances for 200 kc units:

1. Calibration: W4.0 cps of nominal at +750C
2. Resistance: 5,000 obms maximua with 32 uuf load
3. Capacitance: 3.1 uuf maximum
4. Drift: +700C to +75C: t 5 ppm

+75*C to +80"C: k 5 pp.
Shock: frequency change: t5 m maxlm
Vibration: resistance change: * 151Ym,-"Am

Measurements made on second-group 200 kc sample units:

Unit Fre2. Resist. Shunt Drift
_&.L (+75-C) (ohms) .GUL• +70°C to +753C +± C to +800C

# 6 200.0040 ke 3,200 5.41 utf +11.5 ppmr +12.0 ppm

# 7 200.0034 ke 3,200 5.31 uuf +11.5 ppm +12.0 ppm

# 8 200.0008 ke 3,200 5.39 uUf +20 ppm +15.0 ppm

# 9 199.9997 kc 3,600 5.42 uuf +19.5 pp. +16.0 ppm

#10 200.0004 ko 2,700 5.38 uuf +18.5 ppm +15.0 ppm

Shock and vibration performances of second-group 200 kc sample units:

Unit Shock Vibration
_Ng. fra .ýresist. change frea. chanme resilst, change

# 6 +2 .5 ppm 0 - 2 .0 ppm 0

# 7 +2.0 ppm 0 -1.5 ppm 0

# 8 4.0 pp. 0 +3.0 ppm -2.01

# 9 4-..O ppm 0 +1.5 ppa -1.51

#10 +3.1 ppa 0 0 0
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CONCLUSIONS:

Despite their deficiencies, the second-group experizenta!

units are considered to have served theIr purose wel•l th y

have Orovlded a firm base frow which the furulier developmlmn

of the designs can proceed. It is believed tist tt.e CR-(i'N 45)/U

requirements cau be met by refinemenrt of the prereni dc-sigin

The mijor :problem at tbe present time 3A irn oftl:tninm,,

proper concrol DE peaking polnts so that the reqixired fri•iu, n,:v'

stability can be obt.ined over the +;'o'"C zx. +÷OC operarl:q

temperatur! a Althcmoi control by means of prlpez p'•,v,-

ment of the eqsporting wire.s seems to hold pr~mipre', -,C I& ,t

yet certali that it is a complete solution. Purtber Inveti r-

gations are necessary and much development will be iveded

'Even if the control by placement of the h!eaded vires

proves to be practical, difficulties art anticipatf.il in cmr'ln-

Ing that mounting arrangement which provides the beet dri it

performnce wi•:h that which produces the best vibrat",on pte. vrr-,

ance. It is to be expected that thin difficulty vi'l' be

reflected in the next (third) group of experinaenta umits,

and that full compliance W•tb the requirements may not be

obtained until later in the project.



CONFEROECES.

( I~~. Mr. F-1ward M~ason )f USAEMA and ?4r MurvPt lw~nst~in

of XSUSAEJWA visited Bli ley on Jamtary 14, 1943-Ti

projeot wans reviewqd anid thr problews wete -tlxu-se~d.

N~o spnfihc concl1sjexs uvrz,- reached.



PROGRAM FOR NEXT INTERVAL:

The program for the next interval includes the develop-

ment, fabrication, testing, and submission of the third group

of experimental units. While the third-group units will still

be developmental models -- it is not expected that they will

meet all parts of the CR-(XM-45)/U specification -- they

should incorporate all of the basic features of the final

designs and should, therefore, deviate from the requirements

only in minor details.

The testing and evaluation of the third-group units will

provide the information which will permit finalization of the

designs for use in the fourth group (final group) of experimental

units. It is hoped that evaluation of the third group of units

will be completed in time so that data can be included in the

next report.
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IDNTIFICATION OF TECHNICIANS:

(Key technical personnel only)

1. The technicians assigned to this project were identified

In the First Report.

2. The approximate number of man hours expended on this

project during the second period were as follows:

A. R. Krespan (Radio Engineer) . . . . ( 36)

J. J. Cicero (Laboratory Assistant).. (112)

J. P. Ciano (Laboratory Assistant) . . (140)

Production Personnel . . . . . . . . . ( 45)
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( 2si•f. No.- of CoPS es

Bulova Watch Company
Electronics Division
40-06 62nd Street
Woodside 77, New York
Attention: Mr. John J. Carpenter I

Hunt Corporation
453 Lincoln Street
Carlisle, Pennsylvania
Attention: Mr. Samuel Ryesky I

P. R. Hoffrati Company
Cherry Street
Carlisle, Pennsylvania I

James Knights Company
Wells and Church Streets
Sandwich, Illinois 1

Keystone Controls Corporation
922 Mc Carter Highway
Newark 4, New Jersey I

V ~ Me Coll Electronics Company

"Mt. Holly Springs, Pennsylvania I

Midland Manufacturing Company, Inc.
3155 Fiberglas Road
Kansas City 15, Kansas
Attention: Mr. George F. Fisher 2

Piezo Crystal Company
265 East Pomafret Street
Carlisle, Pennsylvania
Attention: Mr. Wallace Samuelson 1

Scientific Radio Products
2303 West Eight Street
Loveland, Colorado
Attention: Mr. G. C. Follmar

Reeves-Hoffman Division
Standard Electronics Corporation
Cherry Street
Carlisle, Pennsylvania
Attention: Hr. H. R. Potter 1
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2oistmse No. of CopleeL

Sherold Crystal Coapany
1510 McGee Street
Kansas City 8, Kansas 1

Tedford Laboratories
4126 Colerain Avenje
Cincinnati, Ohio
Attention: Plant Supt - Fred M. Warren Jr. 1

Clark Crystal Company
2 Farm- Road
Marlboro, Massachusetts 1

Monitor Products Cxmparly
815 Fremont Avenue
South Pasadena, California 1

Electrical Products Corporation
P.O. Box 4035
950 - 30th Street
Oakland, California
Attention: Nr. M. R. Mausshardt 1

Hill Electronic Engineering & Mfg. Co.
Mechanicsburg, Pewasylvania 1

V. Precision Instrament Company
134-20 Jamaica Avenue
Jamaica 18, New Jersey
Attention: Mr. A. Kral 1

Wright Electronics Company, Inc.
2537 Grand Avenue
Kansas City 8, Missouri
Attention: Mr. J. D. Shepherd 1

Victor Electronic Systems Co.
Division of Victor Comptometer Corp.
5600 Jaruis Avenue
Chicago 48, Illinois
Attention: Mr. R. P. Chalker 1

Bell Telephone Laboratories
Merrimack Valley Works
1600 Osgood Street
North Andover, Massachuse'ts
Attention: Mr. R. A. Sykes 2

General Electric Company
Communication Products Department
Mountain View Road
Lynchburg, Virginia 1
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Hughes Aircraft Cou~mu)y

Los Anteles 45?, Ca-Lforiiia
Attention: Dr.. E. C. Ur,

Hugh. 8 Aircraft Ccxrij ny
Components Divisic,*
Floren~ce & Teale S t-.eet~s
Culver City, C-altfo-uis
Atte~rti.aon: Hr,. L. :,4to-vet

Motorola, l ncorpoxva:cd
£.545 Atagusta Boiul.evard
Chlvagc, I11%.uois
Artetl~~on: Mr. C. 'Nurkermvki 2

Nkrth~ern Engi.neerln;,' Laoratorles, Inc.
?.27 WIlmont Avenue
TiurU ltic.a, Wiacors-%n
Attev.Jon: Mr. Rcabort 11olzicbcerI

Horttbein Engineer-fug L~boratorfes, Inc.
"57 Beloit Screet
huriiz#t0.-tn Wiscols.-.n
4ttention: Mr. Jc~hm 1161m~beck1

il texuatioua'1 Crystnt Vinutfactu ring
It 1/2 North Lee Street,
Ole bhcma Cit.Y, khc

Peterscan Radio Cotmpay, Ie
2800 West Broadway
Coanci). Bluffs, low~
Attention: Mr. E.rtgxu4n

Val-K Crystal.. Corp.jrrt.,or,
1214e lghi and Streei:
Holliston, Mazaaachmuetto I

Lenkurt Electric Compa%~
San C~rlos, C&.If*oviia
Attervirio: Mr. Fred nwiteueauI

Western Electric Ca~ipan7
120 Broadway
Newv York City, &i- Y~rirl
Attentim~: Mr. 1. Cw-m~dali 2
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Cgogigne-e No. of Coles

Electronic Research Co., Inc.
Box 4147
Overland Park, Kansa
Attention: Mr. H. Bishop

John K. Killer
252 Oriol Drive
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Armed Services Technical Information Agency
Document Service Center
Arlington Hall Station
Arlington 12, Virginia
Attention: Mr. H. Rehbock-TICSCP-2 10

Commanding Officer
U.S. Army Electronics Research & Development Agency
Fort Monaouth, New Jersey
Attention: Dr. E. A. Gerber, SIGRA/SL-PF 3

Commanding Officer
U.S. Army Signal Materiel Support Agency
Fort Monmouth, New Jersey
Attention: SIGHS-ES-PFE-4 2

Comander
Wright Air Development Division
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio
Attention: Mr. Elmer H. Borgelt

WWDPVE-2 2

Chief
Bureau of Ships
Department of the Navy
Main Navy Building, Room 3328
Washington 25, D. C.
Attention: Mr. Myron H. C. Criswell, Code 691B3 2

Cmoanding Officer
Tobyhanna Signal Depot
Tobyhanna, Pennsylvania
Attention: Chief, Engineering Branch

SIGTD-812 2

Commander
Dayton Air Force Base
Gentile Air Force Station
Wilmington Pike
Dayton 10, Ohio
Attention: Mr. Leland T. Sogn 2
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9-0-mbote-NO. Of 92oAies

ASD
Wright-Patterson Air For:e Base
Dayton, Ohio 2

Chief Signal Officer
Department of the Army
Mai Navy Building
Washington 25, 1. C.
Attention: Mr. A. Olson

SIC ?)-5b-2 2

A. D. Bedrosian
Signal Corps Liaison Office
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
77 Massachusetts Avenue, Room 26-31
Cambridge 39, Yassachuse:ts 1

Commanding General
U.S. Army Electronics Meaeriel Agency
225 South 18th Street
Philadelphia 3, Pennsylvania
Attention: SIGSU-H3b 1

CANESA
Department of National Defense
Ottawa, Ontaric, Canada
Attention: Mr. L. F. Bennett 2

Commanding Officer
U.S. Cotist Guard Supply C~enter
Crystal Laboratory
31st Street and 3rd Avenue
Brooklyn, New York
Attention.: Code 80

Department of Commerce
Business & Defense Services Adm.
Electronics Division
Washington 2!i, 0. C.
Atteati(xx fit. D. S. Parris

Director
National Bureav. of Standards
Boulder, Colorado
Attenttow. Mr. P, A. SkIipson

Cawdisa Liaiscai Officer
Office of the Chief Slgnal Office:"
Departnment of t:he Army
Pentagcrt
Wasington 2'5, D. C.
Attention: SIGEO-,L
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Mare Island Naval Shipyard
Code 967, Building 866
Vallejo, Californ a I

Wright Air Development Divisior
Wright-Patterson Air Force Bas(, Ohio
Attention: Mr. C. W. Friend

ASD (ARSGE.-3) I

Diamond Ordvra,ice Fuse Liboratomy
Washington, V. C.
Attention: MH. Claute Sann I

Cmmnanding Geaeral
U.S. Axmy Electronics Mxtieriel lgency
225 South lfthi Street
Philadelphia 3, PeaiyJLiu&a
Attention: Mr. H. 3m-.ot,•

S'IGSU-R5a&

Coamanding General
U.S. Axuy Electronics Materiel Agency
223 South 18th Street
PhiLadelphia 3, Pennsylvania
Attention: SIGSU-R2c 6

Advisory Group on Electronic D.vices
346 Broadway
8th Floor
New York 13, New York

Inspector of Naval Mater:ial
401 Old Post Office Building
Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania
Attention: 5A5

Clair Sui.•th

Residevt Government Inspector
Bliley Electric Company
(Note: do ror mail Clair's copy)

Commancltng General
U.S. Aimy Electronic Hal:eriel tgency
225 Sotth 18th Street
Philadelph"*a 3, Pennsyl-iania
Attentf.on: dilef, Quality Assurance Operatlons

Divisi on
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•onhl�Se No., of Cogies

Executive Office of the President
Office of Emergency Planning
Washington, D. C.
Mobilization Base Analysis
Attention: Mr. William G. Smith

Director, Special Programs Section I

Commanding Officer
U.S. Army Electronics Research & Development Agency
Attention: Chief, PFP, Mr. 3. Stanley
Fort Monmouth, New Jersey

Commanding General
U.S. Army Electronics Command
Attention: AMSEL-RE-A

C. B. Gardner
Fort Monmouth, New Jersey 10

Co mnding Officer
Chicago Procurement District
623 S. Wabash Avenue
Chicago 5, Illinois
Attention: AN=XE-DE 1

Commanding Officer
Los Angeles Procurement District
55 South Grand Avenue
Pasadena, California
Attention: SCELAOE 1
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